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Brief Headlines
Results on October 19 | Hindustan Unilever, Nestle India, 5paisa Capital, ACC, Consolidated 

Construction Consortium, DCM Shriram, Heidelbergcement India, ICICI Prudential Life 

Insurance Company, ICICI Securities, JSW Ispat Special Products, Jubilant Ingrevia, L&T 

Technology Services, Mastek, Navin Fluorine International, Nelco, Network18 Media & 

Investments, Oriental Hotels, Rallis India, Rane Brake Lining, Shakti Pumps, Standard 

Industries, Sonata Software, Tata Steel Bsl, and TV18 Broadcast will release September 

quarter earnings on October 19.

Reliance Industries: The company received NCLT permission to seek creditors’ nod for 

proposed deal with Future Group Disclaimer: Moneycontrol is a part of the Network18 group. 

Network18 is controlled by Independent Media Trust, of which Reliance Industries is the sole 

beneficiary.

Sical Logistics | Bellevue acquired 3 lakh equity shares in the company at Rs 20.88 per share 

on the NSE, the bulk deals data showed.

SBI: The Reserve Bank of India on October 18, 2021, imposed a monetary penalty of Rs 1 crore 

on State Bank of India for non-compliance with certain directions.

SML Isuzu | Navodya Enterprises acquired 1.1 lakh equity shares in the company at Rs 703.74 

per share, and SPV Traders bought 1 lakh shares in the company at Rs 645.22 per share on the 

NSE, the bulk deals data showed.

L&T Infotech | The company reported higher profit at Rs 551.7 crore in Q2FY22 against Rs 

496.8 crore in Q1FY22, revenue jumped to Rs 3,767 crore from Rs 3,462.5 crore QoQ.

Indian Energy Exchange | The company will consider bonus share issue on October 21.

TTK Prestige | The company will consider the proposal of stock split on October 27.

Inox Wind | As a part of its strategic business plan, the company has entered into a share 

purchase agreement with its subsidiary, Inox Wind Infrastructure Services (IWISL) to acquire 

the entire equity share capital of Resco Global Wind Services, a step down subsidiary 

company.

MCX: Ace investor Rakesh Jhunjhunwala has parted ways with the Multi Commodity 
Exchange of India (MCX), apart from trimming his stakes in three other portfolio holdings. 
The 'Big Bull' has also trimmed his stake in three other entities - The Mandhana Retail 
Ventures, TARC and Fortis Healthcare.
Tata Coffee | The company reported higher consolidated profit at Rs 34.04 crore in Q2FY22 
against Rs 23.20 crore in Q2FY21, revenue rose to Rs 548.52 crore from Rs 543.43 crore YoY.
Manappuram Finance | Jagdish Capoor resigned as Independent Non-Executive Director & 
Chairman of the board of the company.
HG Infra Engineering | The company been declared as L-1 bidder by National Highways 
Authority of India (NHAI) for two HAM projects.
Smartlink Holdings | Subsidiary Synegra EMS has received approval from the Government of 
India under the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme for manufacturing of telecom and 
networking products in India under the MSME category.
Rama Phosphates | The company has received consent to operate, from Rajasthan State 
Pollution Control Board, for manufacturing of products - single super phosphates and 
granulated single super phosphate, with enhanced capacities at Udaipur unit. The total 
aggregate capacity of the company as whole is increased from 5.63 lakh TPA to 6.32 lakh TPA.
Craftsman Automation | The company reported higher consolidated profit at Rs 49.96 crore 
in Q2FY22 against Rs 22.83 crore in Q2FY21, revenue jumped to Rs 571.01 crore from Rs 
370.72 crore YoY.
Hatsun Agro Products | The company reported higher profit at Rs 82.09 crore in Q2FY22 
against Rs 65.78 crore in Q2FY21, revenue rose to Rs 1,635.41 crore from Rs 1,327 crore YoY.
Edelweiss Financial Services | The company announced divestment of its insurance broking 
business Edelweiss Gallagher Insurance Brokers, post approval from the Insurance 
Regulatory and Development Authority of India.
SAIL | Life Insurance Corporation of India sold 2.01 percent stake in the company via open 
market transaction, reducing shareholding to 6.68 percent from 8.69 percent earlier.

EQUITY WATCH                                            

Karwa Chauth is the celebration of fasting 
and praying for the long life of a husband. In 
return, the husband gifts something 
memorable to the wife. 
Covid 19 has taught each 
and every one the true 
v a l u e  o f  l i f e  a n d  
importance of securing 
one's health and future. 
Hence, this Karwa Chauth, 
Findoc suggests gifting 
five such gifts which will 
not only be memorable 
but helpful in securing the 
life of a wife and the family 
as a whole.
Below are five gifts which will not only 

make your wife happy but help her in 
securing her future. 
Systematic Investment Plan (SIP)- SIPs 

have become a strategy for investors to 
make regular, long term investments. 

Invest small amounts in the name of your 
wife, at regular intervals. You can start with 
an amount as small as INR 500 and choose 

the frequencies as 
d a i l y,  w e e k l y,  
q u a r t e r l y ,  
monthly or yearly. 
Keeping in view 
t h e  v o l a t i l e  
market conditions 
post Covid, SIPs 
are one of the 
best investment 
options for the 
average investor 
who wants  to  

make good profits. 
Term Insurance- People often undervalue 

the importance of life insurance, keeping it 
as a part of later investment in life or not 
investing at all. One might surprisingly find 
that he is not as prepared for the 

unexpected as he thought. Term insurance 
ensures that the family is financially 
protected against uncertain times like the 
death of the husband. Whether it is for 
replacing lost income or paying for your 
child's education or helping family deal 
with the financial liabilities like home 
loans/ credit card loans, life insurance does 
it all. 
Health insurance: Post Covid pandemic, 

most people have realised the importance 
of investing in health insurance with good 
coverage. While many people didn't invest 
in health insurance because of high 
premiums, many others did not consider it 
important. However, investing in health 
insurance with large medical insurance 
cover always saves people from high 
medical expenditures in case of a health 
crisis. Husbands can also consider gifting 
Corona Rashak and Corona Kavach policies 
to their wives. 

Besides term plans which give financial 
security to wife in case of eventuality, one 
should also consider gifting plans which 
will secure the future in case of living too 
long, which due to medical science is a fact 
nowadays.
There are many insurance companies that 

are offering very good products specially 
which can help save money and offer 
returns more than return FDs these days. 
They can be used as pension plans as well. 
Additionally they offer life cover and tax 
free maturities which help in enhanced 
maturity yields.
While expensive jewellery or clothes 

might look alluring for any wife, securing 
her financial future is the best way to show 
how much you care for her. Investing in the 
right portfolio will not only take care of the 
needs of your family when you are alive but 
can also secure their future in your 
absence. 

Gift your wife something memorable this Karwa Chauth
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Market Update

Indian shares snapped a seven-session winning streak on Tuesday, dragged down by metal and bank stocks, while the country's top cigarette maker ITC plunged 6% after the

government decided to form a group for tobacco tax policy. The NSE Nifty 50 index ended down 0.3% at 18,418.75, while the S&P BSE Sensex dropped 0.1% to 61,716.05. Earlier in

the session, the NSE hit a record high of 18,604.45. The Nifty metals index fell 2.5%, having gained nearly 4% in the previous session, while the public sector bank index dropped

3.73% after rising for seven straight sessions. ITC Ltd was the top loser on the Nifty, falling more than 6% after a health ministry document showed that the government has decided

to constitute an expert group to develop a comprehensive tax policy for all tobacco products. Hindustan Unilever ended down 4% after the consumer giant said its gross margins

would likely remain under pressure due to elevated commodity prices, even though it reported higher profit for the September quarter. The Nifty IT index rose 2.2% and was the top

gainer among the sub-indexes. Shares of Larsen and Toubro Infotech surged 16% after strong September-quarter results. TTK Prestige surged as much as 20% to a record high of

10,587.15 rupees after the kitchen appliance maker said it would consider a sub-division or a split of shares. Indian Energy Exchange also soared to a record peak on Tuesday after

the energy trading platform said it would consider a bonus issue of shares.

Indian stocks end lower as metals, banks drag; ITC slumps 6%

Equity Global Market Stocks on Radar
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Derivative Analysis 
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Derivatives are securities that derive their 
value form an underlying asset. Most common 
form of derivatives are future contracts.

Open interest refers to total number of 
outstanding derivatives contracts that have not 
been settled. For every buyer of a future 
contract there must be a seller. If a bought 
contract is not sold then it is considered open. 

When options have large open interest, it 
indicates it has large number of buyers and 
sellers. 

From the table above let us take an example 
of IEX. The contract of IEX stands with an open 
interest of 12,578,750 which portray huge 
momentum and many players in the contract. 
The increase from the previous day in OI is 

18.49%. One of the indicators to invest in 
contracts is when there is an increase in open 
interest with an increase in price which 
indicates a possibility for price of the contract to 
grow further in the coming days and could be a 
good trading bet for short term. 

In addition to, price of IEX has been on a rise 
for past 5 days from the low of 712 to high of 956 

which means that both price and open interest 
are in a similar upwards positive direction and 
have prospective to be promoted even further.

This is one of the indicators to be studied 
and in the same way all the options cans be 
analysed first and depending on results money 
could be invested as  per indiv idual  
requirement.  

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

Economic Calendar

The Stock Report shown above has been 
chosen within the companies having zero debt 
in its financials which means no interest 
expense. As there is no interest liability neither 
short term nor long term, this gives a big 
breakthrough to these well established 
businesses to invest that money in productive 
areas and improve the overall functionality 
and fundamentals of its stock. 

Firstly, as we see the report the stocks have 
been categorized by its respective Market Cap 
(Largest to smallest). Market Capitalization is 
the market value of any publicly traded 
company's outstanding shares, calculated by 
multiplying the company's share price with 
total number of outstanding shares. 

Secondly, as discussed before the other 
parameter used in the report is zero debt.Debt 
in simple words means the amount of money 
that you owe to someone. Companies can 

raise debt by borrowing loans from banks in 
returns to pay an interest amount every 
month. There could be many reasons for the 
need of this debt; it could be simply to fund a 
new project or whenever the company is need 
of capital which could be for various internal 
reasons. 

The first simple advantage would be to find 
out the intrinsic value of the company. In 
addition to, other benefits would be in the 
working of the company which includes higher 
working capital, reduction in operating 
expenses, increase in gross margin of its goods 
and the same money can be used as per the 
convenience of the management to increase 
the overall productivity of the company

Moving on, let us take an example of a 
stock with the second highest market cap 
IRCTC. Firstly, a debt free company and is also 
supported by positive financials which makes 

it an attractive bet to invest your money in. As 
we go ahead, we notice the ROE for this stock is 
11.64, and P/E ratio is 323.78 while the D/E 
ratio has to be zero which means to fund 
shareholder's equity company uses zero debt. 
Furthermore, all the other parameters have 
been on the higher side (as shown in table) for 
e.g. ROCE = 16.52 and ROA = 5.05. This shows 
that the company has portrayed healthy 
profits and expected to be a solid investment 
for its investor's to park their money in and 
gain money out of the stock.

In addition to, let us take an example of the 
least market cap in this stock segment Wim 
Plast. Every Stock comes with its own 
classifications. The following stock is smallest 
in its market cap but at the same time we 
already know the company has zero debt and 
returns are escalating at a high level where 
ROCE = 11.73 and ROE = 8.80 and ROA = 8.02. 

As mentioned earlier, each stock is different in 
its own way and they have to be studied 
differently. We can figure out that the returns 
are on a positive side in relation to its smaller 
market cap as compared to stock explained 
before. The stock is definitely not at its 
maximum at the moment and can reach 
greater heights in terms of market cap and 
overall profits. 

Lastly, this report can be a useful tool for 
many investors who are looking for short term 
ideas and if calculated specifically also large 
term investments.. These stocks have 
potential to grow large in their profit growth 
and in terms of size, returns and its share price. 
Therefore, the following parameters should be 
studied in detail for all these stocks and 
depending on individual conclusions money 
could be invested based on your portfolio and 
risk profile.
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Negative Divergence observed in Dabur . Sell around 610 levels with Stop Loss 
above 628 for the target of 575-560

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions and are for educational purposes. No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

HinduniLiver

Stock is trading in upward channel & making higher lows & higher highs on daily chart . Buy around 
190 levels, Take Stop Loss below 175 for the target of 220-240

Stock is in upward momentum till it holds 1640 levels. Buy on dips near 1650-1660 levels with 
Stop Loss below 1620 for the target of 1800-1850

Breakdown in Hinduniliver after weak results . Expect further downside in the stock. Sell 
around 2520 with SL above 2565 for the target of 2350-2300

Mutual Fund Activity
MF SEBI

Foreign Institutional Investors
FII SEBI

M&M Financial services
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Hindustan Foods: Steep Target to Reach
Hindustan Foods Limited is India's most diversified and 

trusted Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) contract 
manufacturer.
(A) About The Company
·Incorporated in the year 1988.
·The Company offers a gamut of products through flexible 

Business Models suitable for any Customer size, producing 
multiple product categories across 11 manufacturing facilities 
spread across India.
·Over the years, HFL also transformed into a scalable, 

profitable, and the most diversified contract manufacturer 
catering to various marquee customers.
(B) Revenue Classification
Hindustan Foods Limited (HFL) is one diversified and trusted 

players in manufacturing space. In 2013, Vanity Case Group 
bought a controlling stake in Hindustan Foods Limited and 
since then the company has diversified across various FMCG 
categories with manufacturing competencies in Food and 
Non-food, extending to Personal Care, Home Care, Food & 
Beverages, Leather Shoes and Accessories.
Hindustan Foods also enjoy meritorious range of both 

Domestic and International marquee clients, including 
Hindustan Unilever Ltd, Reckitt Benckiser Ltd, Godrej 
Consumer Products Ltd, Hector Beverages Private Limited, 
Danone, Marico, PepsiCo, Bata, Wipro, Emami, Danone GSK 
etc.

(i) Segment-wise Revenue
In the year 2020, Company's Contract Manufacturing 

Segment Revenue grew to INR 773.03, increase by 57%. This 
growth is mainly on account of ramping up of the new Plant in 
Coimbatore and the commissioning of the expansion in 
Hyderabad.
As of 31 March 2021, HFL's Revenue Distribution By Products 

is as follows –

(C) Cost Of Raw Material Consumed – Key Factor  

(D) CAPEX
The Company is continuously spending on Capex. Its Capex 

increased from INR 10.9 crore in 2016 to INR 375 Crore in the 
year 2021. The heavy increase in Capex is mainly on the back of 
Mergers and the setting up of New Units and Facilities by the 
company in the past few years.

Hindustan Foods Ltd is also undertaking CAPEX of INR 150 
Crores to set up a home and personal care product like bath 
soaps and detergent bars, facility in Hyderabad, and to set up a 
Food & Beverages manufacturing facility for a leading FMCG 
brand in northern India, under its Subsidiary HFL Consumer 
Products Private Limited. Moreover, the management expects 
these projects to be completed by Q4FY22.
(E) Financial Parameters of Hindustan Foods

·HFL's Net Sales has shown a robust and regular growth over 
the years. Moreover, Net Sales grew at a CAGR of 80% over last 
10 Fiscal years.
·Also, Company's PAT has shown a considerable growth and 

grew at a CAGR of 89% over last 10 years.
·On the other hand, Company's both PBIDT and PAT margin 

have shown volatile growth over the years.
·HFL's ROE was 0 till  2016. It reached to 17.80 in the year 2021
·On the other hand, ROCE of Hindustan Foods remains at 15-

18% range in last 4 Fiscal years.
(i) Robust Revenue Backed by Inorganic and Organic Growth
HFL's Revenue grew at a CAGR of 80% from year 2011 to 2021, 
driven by business acquisitions and the addition of new 
capacities and clients.
(ii) Negative Cash Flow From Operations
The company's cash flow from operations turned negative to 

INR 18 million during 1HFY21 (FY20: positive INR 68 million), 
on account of working capital outflow and higher interest 
expense. Its free cash flow remained negative at INR 356 
million during 1HFY21 (FY20: negative INR 1,213 million) and 
the same shall continue in FY21 and FY22 as well on account 
of the ongoing capex
HFL's financial flexibility is underscored by its ability to tie-up 

long tenure loans, ranging from 8 to 11.5 years, with 
repayments backed by firm contracts. HFL has also scheduled 

repayments of INR 17.4 crore and INR 29.5 crore in FY21 and 
FY22, respectively. However, It received an equity infusion of 
INR 15 crore and INR 100 Crore from promoters and 
institutional investors during FY19 and FY20, respectively. 
(F) Management Outlook
·Management stated that its goal is to reach INR 4,000 Crore 

Revenue in next 3-4 years.

·It also said that the underlying opportunity in FMCG contract 
manufacturing is huge and HFL has scratched the surface in 
terms of categories like pet food, confectionaries, savories, 
color cosmetics, deodorants, etc.
·Management also added that the Company wants to add 

more Products that will add Value to the Company. 
Additionally, HFL has also started looking at adjunct sectors 
and are  excited by the Health & Wellness Sector, which is 
more value added as compared to FMCG.
·Moreover, on basis of above, the Management is confident 

on achieving its immediate of INR 2,000 crore Revenues in 
FY22. Also, HFL's vision 2025 is to double the Turnover in next 3 
years by exploring both Organic & Inorganic opportunities.
(G) Growth Opportunities/Strengths
(i) Established Contract Manufacturing Player Having Strong 

Client Base
Hindustan Foods Limited is one of India's largest fast-moving 

consumer goods (FMCG) contract manufacturing players, with 
over two decades of experience in product development and 
manufacturing. The company's portfolio is diversified across 
various FMCG categories, and it also has manufacturing 
competencies in food & beverages, home & personal care, 
fabric care and leather products.

(ii) Make in India Project
Through the Make in India drive, the Government aims to 

increase contribution of Manufacturing Sector to the Indian 
GDP from 16% to 25% by the year 2022. Also, with various 
efforts dedicated towards improvement of the country's 
stature on different counts, like in resolving business issues, 
lowering corporate taxes, ease in payment of taxes, labor 
regulation, contact enforcement and land clearance, the 
business sentiments for Contract Manufacturers in India 
remains positive.

(iii) Robust Business Model
The Company has a Strong Business Model, mainly Divided 

into 3 Categories – Dedicated Business Model, Shared 
Manufacturing and Private Label manufacturing Model.
HFL derives the majority of its revenue from its dedicated-unit 

type business model wherein the company enters into long-
term contracts with guaranteed fixed returns. In such 
contracts, the company either sets up a greenfield facility or 
gets a prebuilt facility from the client. The guaranteed returns 
not only ensure stable profitability but also cover the debt 
servicing portion of the loan taken by HFL to build the said 
facility. In FY 20, the dedicated unit model contributed over 
85% to the company's total revenue.
The company also has a shared-unit model, where it signs 

multiple clients for a manufacturing facility. These contracts, 
though not long-term, are flexible and hence, fetch more 
margins than the Dedicated Unit Model. HFL also carries out 
Private Label Manufacturing, where the Client uses HFL's 
Formulation and Designing, and then adds its own name and 
logo to the product.
(iv) Brand Consciousness
The spending patterns of Indians have witnessed a shift 

towards branded products owing to a rise in disposable 
incomes. A vast majority of people no longer wish to 
compromise quality and hence have shifted their buying habit 
to purchase Branded Products.
(v) Shift in Global Sourcing
(vi) E-Commerce and Digitalization
(vii) Skilled Labour

By CA Paras Behl 
Head Equities - PA Wealth 

blog.pawealthadvisors.com

Commodity Pics

Gold 

Buy around 47450  
Tgt - 47800-48000 SL - 47000

Disclaimer: The report only represents personal opinions & are for educational purposes. 
No part of the report should be considered as recommendation for buying/selling

Crude oil 
Sell AROUND 6235  

Tgt - 6150-6100 SL - 6280
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